
Want the opportunity to dust off your organization and
administration skills? Or do you have a love for business

analysis, growth, or finances? Maybe you’re looking to use
your graphics or web building skills. This team is an

excellent place to put those skills to work building a project
with the potential to help build connections.

BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

TEAM

We’re looking for:
Graphic Designers (Canva, Illustrator), Web

Builders (Wordpress), Team Organizers,
Organization Wizards, Translation

Coordinator

EXPERIMENT BENEFITS TEAM

Delve into the experiment aspect of this project with the
Experiment Benefits team. Cultivate your analytical side

by assisting in survey analysis, providing clarity and
understanding to participants of the benefits.  Hello

articulate effective experiment questions and methods
for collecting useful data and help find evidence that

already exists for project benefits.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
VOLUNTEERS

Join Us
We are offering both volunteer and internship opportunities in all the

following areas. We will assign one intern per team. Please use the

application link to apply for both volunteer and internship positions.

Help us provide a broadened & unique perspective of what

family history is by working with our perspective team on

content creation, new ideas, compiling plans, initiating

challenges for our users, and helping us to create an overall

better perspective of what family history truly is.

PERSPECTIVE TEAM

We’re looking for:
Writers, Editors, Creative Thinkers,

Genealogists, Interview Coordinators

Experience the excitement of marketing for a grassroots
movement. Participate in an effort to invite, excite, entice,
and encourage otherwise uninterested parties to come and

try something that could have serious benefits in their daily
lives. Use your creative skills and ideas along with your social
media savvy and creative know-how to help build marketing

campaigns, initiatives and relations.

INVITING TEAM

We’re looking for:
Psychologists, Researchers, Analysts

We’re looking for:
Social Media Gurus, Team Managers, Media

Relations , Specialists, Creative Thinkers,
Videographers/Editors

APPLY

NOW

Connections-Experiment.com

https://forms.gle/T3vxPMQbRi3hFyYD7

